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ISSUE NDP PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE

SANCTITy Of 
HUMAN LIfE

. Supports abortion-on-demand . Has no official policy statement on abortion

fUNDING 
ABORTIONS

. Supports diverting taxpayer dollars from genuine healthcare 

needs, to pay for abortions instead.

. Supports diverting taxpayer dollars  from genuine healthcare needs, 

to pay for abortions instead.

. Began funding the chemical abortion pill in 2019, in reaction to an 

orchestrated campaign by the media and abortion activists.

ANTI-fREE 
SPEECH 

BUBBLE ZONES

. Supports criminalizing peaceful pro-life expression on 

taxpayer-owned public sidewalks, within the vicinity of an 

abortion mill.

.. Opposes criminalizing peaceful pro-life expression on taxpayer-

owned public sidewalks, within the vicinity of an abortion mill.

EUTHANASIA
. Supports euthanasia & assisted suicide . Has no official policy statement on euthanasia.

CONSCIENCE 
RIGHTS

. Supports the right of medical professionals to refuse to 

directly commit euthanasia killings.  

. However, the NDP does not support legal protection for 

conscientious objectors who refuse to refer their patients to a 

different doctor that is willing to euthanize them.

. Supports conscience rights for medical professionals who refuse to 

participate in euthanasia killings.

. Supports the right of conscientious objector physicians to refuse to 

refer their patients to a different doctor that is willing to euthanize 

them.

PARENTAL
RIGHTS

. Opposes parents’ rights to guide the moral education of their 

own children. 

. Passed Bill 18 which imposed gay pride clubs (i.e. GSAs) on 

Catholic and public schools.

. Introduced a bill to ban schools from disclosing to parents if 

their children joined a gay pride club.

. Passed a totalitarian law that took away the right of parents to 

get therapy for their children to treat unwanted sexual identity 

confusion or unwanted same-sex attraction.

. Defended parental rights by opposing an NDP bill to impose gay 

pride clubs (i.e. GSAs) on Catholic and public schools.

. Blocked an NDP bill that would ban schools from disclosing to par-

ents if their children joined a gay pride club at school.

TRANSGENDER 
IDEOLOGy

. Wants to introduce a “non-binary” sex option on Manitoba 

government IDs, such as birth certificates, for people to identify 

as neither male nor female.

. Has no official policy statement on transgender ideology

DRUGS

. Wants provincial law to permit smoking drugs at large outdoor 

events, like the Winnipeg Folk Festival.

.  Wants to create heroin shooting galleries where drug addicts 

can legally come to shoot up heroin, consume crystal meth, etc.  

This reckless policy would spread the use of harmful drugs to 

even more Manitobans, and destroy neighborhoods.

. Opposes smoking drugs on or near school grounds, streets and 

sidewalks, parks and beaches.
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ISSUE LIBERAL GREEN

SANCTITy Of 
HUMAN LIfE

.  Supports abortion-on-demand .  Supports abortion-on-demand

fUNDING 
ABORTIONS

.  Supports diverting taxpayer dollars from genuine healthcare 

needs, to pay for abortions instead.

. Supports diverting taxpayer dollars from genuine healthcare needs, 

to pay for abortions instead.

ANTI-fREE 
SPEECH 

BUBBLE ZONES

. Has no official policy on bubble zone laws which seek to 

criminalize peaceful pro-life expression within the vicinity of 

an abortion mill.

. Has no official policy on bubble zone laws which seek to criminalize 

peaceful pro-life expression within the vicinity of an abortion mill.

EUTHANASIA

.  Supports euthanasia and assisted suicide .  Has no official policy statement on euthanasia

CONSCIENCE 
RIGHTS

.  As per Liberal policy, Lamont opposes conscience rights leg-

islation to protect medical professional who object to directly 

participating in abortion, or by referring patients to other 

doctors willing to commit the abortion-killing.

. Has no official policy statement on conscience rights for medical 

professionals.

PARENTAL
RIGHTS

.  Opposes the right of parents to guide the moral education of 

their own children. 

.  Opposes parents having the right to exempt their children 

from classroom lessons on homosexuality

.  Has no official policy statement on parental rights in education.

TRANSGENDER 
IDEOLOGy

.  Supports transgender ideology and even ran a sexually-

confused cross-dresser as a candidate in the 2016 and 2019 

elections.

.  Supports transgender ideology.

DRUGS

. Wants to expand access to marijuana in more public spaces 

across Manitoba.

. Wants to permit marijuana production in residential homes.

. Wants to create heroin shooting galleries where drug addicts can 

legally come to shoot up heroin, consume crystal meth, etc.  This 

reckless policy would spread the use of harmful drugs to even more 

Manitobans, and destroy neighborhoods.

.  Allow bars to serve marijuana.

COMPARING PARTy POLICy ON THE KEy MORAL ISSUES Of OUR DAy  


